
Founded in 2006 in Denmark, AIAIAI is an audio company dedicated to developing premium headphones. Our products are  

trusted for music creativity and in the most vigorous environments, on the road in the studio and on the stage. AIAIAI boasts

a world-renowned network of professional music makers as part of its highly collaborative development process.

AIAIAI

Signature AIAIAI bio-diaphragm speaker tuned for clarity and detail
Critically acclaimed sound stage specifically designed for music creation with a clear and 

highly detailed sound representation.

World’s first wireless headphones for music creators. Empowering music creators with 
the freedom to create wirelessly. The TMA-2 Studio Wireless+ is a versatile professional 
headphone, designed for today’s dynamic creative workflow. Featuring new W+ Link 
technology for ultra-low latency and lossless audio, added Bluetooth 5.0 with +80h 
playback, and a coiled hi-fi cable. 

Part of the TMA-2 modular headphone system, renowned for its sturdy build and 
responsible design. Modularity allows users to upgrade or replace individual headphone 
parts as technology or needs evolve, to extend the functional lifetime of the product and 
create less waste for the planet.

PROFESSIONAL WIRELESS HEADPHONES 
FOR MUSIC CREATORS

 MSRP US$350 | €350 | £300 Wireless music creation with ultra-low latency and lossless audio  
with W+ Link technology
Lossless and robust 16ms latency connection for high quality wireless audio designed for 

enhanced freedom and creativity. 

TMA-2 STUDIO
WIRELESS+

Responsible modular headphones – designed to last
Upgrade and expand as technology or needs evolve to extend the functional lifetime of the 

product and create less waste for the planet.

Enhanced comfort with Alcantara®

Ultra soft over-ear memory foam cushions covered with resilient, CO2 neutral and highly 

comfortable Alcantara, ideal for longer sessions.

Extended versatility with added Bluetooth for +80h playback 
and hi-fi coiled cable
Seamlessly switch to Bluetooth 5.0 with +80h playback for everyday listening and 

inspiration, and a coiled hi-fi cable included for a traditional connection.enabled device. 

Seamlessly switch between wireless modes on the headphone.



AIAIAI

What’s included? Specifications

TMA-2 STUDIO WIRELESS+

S05     DETAILED SOUND - BIO-DIAPHRAGM
Engineered with a 40mm speaker diaphragm made from stiff bio-cellulose to reduce distortion. Clean, spacious 

and highly detailed sound.

H10     WIRELESS+ HEADBAND
Comfortable and durable headband with 3 connection modes: W+ Link ultra-low latency wireless, Bluetooth 5.0 

and cabled.

X01     WIRELESS+ TRANSMITTER
Portable transmitter for W+ Link low latency wireless connection.

E08     OVER EAR - ALCANTARA®

Ultra soft over-ear memory foam cushion covered with Alcantara®, an aesthetic, functional, and CO2 neutral 

material. Highly comfortable and ideal for longer listening sessions.

C02     COILED - 1.5M - ADAPTER
Coiled black 1.5m thermo plastic cable with soft touch surface. Extends up to 3.2m. Perfect for DJing or small 

studio use. Comes with 1/4 to 1/8 screw-on adapter.

A01     PROTECTIVE POUCH
Designed to protect your headphones from dust and scratches, the A01 protective pouch is made from soft nylon 

and features a mesh inside. Fits any TMA-2 and Tracks headphone.

TRANSMITTER

W+ Link audio quality
Lossless.

W+ Link latency
16 ms.

Operating range
12 metres.

Playback time
30 hours.

Charging time
3 hours.

Battery
2700 mAh.

HEADBAND

W+ Link latency
16 ms.

W+ Link playback time
16 hours.

Bluetooth operating range
10 metres.

Battery
970 mAh.

Bluetooth codecs
AAC, SBC.

W+ Link audio quality
Lossless.

W+ Link operating range
12 metres.

Bluetooth version
5.0.

Charging time
2 hours.

Omnidirectional mic
100Hz-10kHz.

SPEAKER UNIT

Driver diameter
40 mm.

Sensitivity
97 dB @ 1mW.

Rated power
40 mW.

Max power
100 mW.

Diaphragm
Bio-cellulose.

Magnet
High grade neodymium.

Resonance freq.
80 Hz.

Impedance
32 Ohm.


